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religious cult in Iraq that tried t 5d3b920ae0
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brought this as sounded like a good exprience but i soon realised that i wasted my money as the only thing that happens is you
drive along for 15 secs then get out of vehicle and you have 1 soldier run behind a vehicle, 1 behind a building and 1 abit further
back and they all fire shots very slow and continusly and will not allow you to teleport any further. i waited quite long to see if
anything else happens if they move up more or anything but it was just the same. when i wrote a message on the disscusions to
see if it bugged out or if it was ment to be longer but got no replys from devs so i really DON'T recommend this and people save
your money from this as its a pointless game/experience. cant wait intill someone does a really good version of what this should
of been.. horrible, nothing else to decribe it. I don't know what this was supposed to be, but its not it, it's not really anything, not
worth the time let alone the money.. horrible, nothing else to decribe it. A friend and I bought this game knowing that it was still
in Early Access and are still excited to see the game as it develops. I've also been able to play as they've added new features over
the weeks. For the most part, I find the gameu2019s unique controls and camera system exciting. While, the Soldier level could
use a little sprucing up, the ability to record different angles in the scene, rewind and then replay your footage is a great
extension of the VR environment. As a film student in college, I feel the tools developed in this game would be a great learning
tool for students looking to implement different things we've learned in class in an environment with infinite opportunity and no
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worry about camera equipment or budget (outside of the Vive :P ). I look forward to some new features being added, especially
the option to export our recorded footage, and to see some new levels and environments to test the equipment. Overall I'm
happy with my experience, especially considering it was only $1 and is still in early access.. A friend and I bought this game
knowing that it was still in Early Access and are still excited to see the game as it develops. I've also been able to play as they've
added new features over the weeks. For the most part, I find the gameu2019s unique controls and camera system exciting.
While, the Soldier level could use a little sprucing up, the ability to record different angles in the scene, rewind and then replay
your footage is a great extension of the VR environment. As a film student in college, I feel the tools developed in this game
would be a great learning tool for students looking to implement different things we've learned in class in an environment with
infinite opportunity and no worry about camera equipment or budget (outside of the Vive :P ). I look forward to some new
features being added, especially the option to export our recorded footage, and to see some new levels and environments to test
the equipment. Overall I'm happy with my experience, especially considering it was only $1 and is still in early access.. I don't
know what this was supposed to be, but its not it, it's not really anything, not worth the time let alone the money.. brought this as
sounded like a good exprience but i soon realised that i wasted my money as the only thing that happens is you drive along for
15 secs then get out of vehicle and you have 1 soldier run behind a vehicle, 1 behind a building and 1 abit further back and they
all fire shots very slow and continusly and will not allow you to teleport any further. i waited quite long to see if anything else
happens if they move up more or anything but it was just the same. when i wrote a message on the disscusions to see if it bugged
out or if it was ment to be longer but got no replys from devs so i really DON'T recommend this and people save your money
from this as its a pointless game/experience. cant wait intill someone does a really good version of what this should of been.
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